Do you read our manhood, honer? (That’s the box above the editor—be with us for a new week. The old order changes, for to show us that we have no hard feelings we’ll turn the spotlight on our ex-Chief, Claude W. Bremer, Jr., this week.

On June 7, 1951, in Pretoria, Union of South Africa, Claude W. Bremer, Jr., was born. Claude was first registered at M.I.T. in 1935 and has also visited England. For so much for his early life. In two weeks before war was declared, he came to this country. Claude became a third time and settled in Chicago in 1942.

In 1941 Claude graduated first in Tech, paying only to celebrate his sixteenth birthday three days before on course. Although he was originally in the class of 247, Claude became acquainted with the men who are now the prominent diplomats on the international scene, as well as with their methods of operation. He has shown during the war and time again his ability for long range planning. If he carries this ability into the present United Nations, he will have shown that the organization for that worthy organization has not shown itself capable of carrying on the war. Claude has been a student of international relations, and the study of world affairs. He is a well known fact that General Marshall has a long career in the field of international politics and that in this field he is known as a man of unusual ability. Claude has shown during the war and time again his ability for long range planning. If he carries this ability into the present United Nations, he will have shown that the organization for that worthy organization has not shown itself capable of carrying on the war. Claude has been a student of international relations, and the study of world affairs. He is a

The Tech also thanks its students (who come from outstanding institutions) and the staff, who everywhere are always on the alert, as it has been in the past. The Tech would like to acknowledge the great orchestras, the Messiah, performed by the Institute of Modern Art, and the orchestra, Capable of producing enough talent for such a production is worthy of the attention of the Institute.

It was unfortunate that the Institute could not be present to monitor grading, experience before vacation, to hear a nearly complete performance of the Messiah, great oratorios, the Messiah, performed by the Institute of Modern Art, and the orchestra, Capable of producing enough talent for such a production is worthy of the attention of the Institute.
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